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Abstract

The main objective of this paper is to present an efficient structure-preserving scheme,

which is based on the idea of the scalar auxiliary variable approach, for solving the two-

dimensional space-fractional nonlinear Schrödinger equation. First, we reformulate the

equation as an canonical Hamiltonian system, and obtain a new equivalent system via

introducing a scalar variable. Then, we construct a semi-discrete energy-preserving scheme

by using the Fourier pseudo-spectral method to discretize the equivalent system in space

direction. After that, applying the Crank-Nicolson method on the temporal direction

gives a linearly-implicit scheme in the fully-discrete version. As expected, the proposed

scheme can preserve the energy exactly and more efficient in the sense that only decoupled

equations with constant coefficients need to be solved at each time step. Finally, numerical

experiments are provided to demonstrate the efficiency and conservation of the scheme.
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1. Introduction

Due to the memory and genetic property of fractional operators, fractional differential

equations are more suitable to model various scientific and engineering problems with long-range

temporal cumulative memory effects and spatial interactions than integer order, thus they are

widely implemented in the fields of biomedical engineering [1, 2], physics [3], and hydrological

applications [4]. The space fractional nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation, introduced in
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Refs. [5, 6] via extending the Feynman path integral to the Lévy integral, is fractional version

of classical NLS equation and consider long-range interactions. In quantum mechanics, the

fractional NLS equation is more accurate than the integer order in describing how the quantum

state of a physical system changes in time [8, 15]. In addition, the equation also arises in the

continuum limit of a family of discrete models for charge transport in biopolymers like the

DNA [35]. For physical realizations or applications of the equation, the readers can refer to

Refs. [6,36,37] and references therein for more details. Nowadays, studies for the equation have

been considered and many significant achievements have been made [7, 8, 13].

In this paper, we numerically consider the fractional NLS equation as follows

i
∂u(x, t)

∂t
− (−∆)

α
2 u(x, t) +

(
V (x) + β|u(x, t)|2

)
u(x, t) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ], (1.1)

with the initial condition

u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ Ω, (1.2)

where 1 < α ≤ 2, i2 = −1, u(x, t) is a complex-valued wave function with periodic boundary

conditions, x ⊂ Rd (d=1, 2) and u0(x) is a given smooth function, V (x) is an arbitrary potential

function, β is a real constant with positive value for focusing (or attractive) nonlinearity. The

fractional Laplacian −(−∆)
α
2 is defined as a pseudo-differential operator with the symbol |ξ|α

in the Fourier space [9]

̂(−∆)
α
2 u(ξ) = |ξ|αû(ξ), (1.3)

where û(ξ) =
∫
Ω
u(x)e−iξxdx denotes the Fourier transform of u(x). If α = 2, the fractional

NLS equation reduces to the standard NLS equation.

As we all known, many classical nonlinear partial differential equations are known to posses

some physical quantities that naturally arise from the physical context, such as symplectic and

multi-symplectic conservation laws, energy and mass conservation laws and so on. In Ref. [7],

Guo derived that system (1.1) with the periodic boundary condition possesses the following

fractional energy and mass conservation laws

E(t) = E(0), M(t) =M(0), (1.4)

where the energy is defined as

E(t) :=

∫

Ω

[1
2
|(−∆)

α
4 u(x, t)|2 − 1

2
V (x)|u(x, t)|2 − β

4
|u(x, t)|4

]
dx, (1.5)

and the mass has the form

M(t) :=

∫

Ω

|u(x, t)|2dx. (1.6)

The prior researches generally confirmed that the structure-preserving methods conserving

one or more intrinsic properties of a given dynamical system, are more superior than the tradi-

tional methods in long time stability for numerical simulations [19–22]. Nowadays, investigating

the structure-preserving numerical schemes for fractional equations [28–30], especially for the

fractional NLS equation [10–12,14,16–18,23], has captured researchers’ increasing attention. It

is well known that the energy conservation law plays an important role in conservative partial


